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Your business is one of a kind. Your next notebook PC should be, too. 
A notebook computer customized to your business needs and lifestyle
helps you stay mobile, productive and responsive to your customers.
Your Intel Product Dealer can understand your needs and build the
ideal system that works the way you do. Intel Product Dealers are
available to answer your questions and make recommendations 
and updates as your needs evolve.  

The freedom to work when and where you want.

Business today no longer revolves around a desk. What is more, in a small business it is not

uncommon to juggle multiple responsibilities – requiring that you stay connected to critical 

information while on the go. A versatile, lightweight notebook with wireless connectivity,+

a long-lasting battery, and a wide range of optional features allows you to:

■ Connect from almost anywhere – in and around the office, at home, 

from customer sites or even in transit. 

■ Increase productivity to get work done quickly and get on with your personal life.

■ Reduce network wiring costs and give you increased flexibility in configuring 

your workspace as your needs change.

Keeping Bill mobile and productive. 

Bill wears many hats. As a small business owner, Bill switches between marketing guru, 

sales rep, customer service agent, chief financial officer – you get the picture. Fortunately, 

Bill and his seven employees discovered the power of high-performance wireless notebooks. 

Now Bill works when and where he wants with amazing efficiency. He connects wirelessly at

customer sites to share files and access account information. Between meetings, he pulls into 

a nearby coffee shop for Wi-Fi hotspot access and a cup of coffee. Excellent – his staff posted 

the new business pitch for his next meeting – it even includes video! Bill downloads the file,

makes a quick edit, checks e-mail, reviews the payroll and he is off to dazzle another client.

Good thing Starbucks has plenty of coffee.

Mobilize your business.

www.intel.com/smallbusiness
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Business without boundaries. 

High-performance wireless notebooks open a

whole new world of productivity and mobility to

small and medium-size businesses. Intel® CentrinoTM

mobile technology is at the heart of a new gener-

ation of notebooks that enable:

■ Breakthrough mobile performance+

■ Integrated wireless LAN capability+

■ Great battery life

■ Thinner, lighter designs

Small Business is about 
flexibility and responsiveness. 

If you want a notebook customized to your 

tastes – along with local service and support – 

it makes a lot of sense to buy through your 

Intel Product Dealer. That way, you have made-

to-order features and convenient support. 

Your Intel Product Dealer can help.

Look for a Product Dealer who can:

■ Provide expert advice and will help 

you build the notebook of your choice.

■ Offer a wide range of notebook models.

■ Back up your notebook with local 

service and support. 

■ Be available to help you upgrade your 

notebook, add a wireless network to your 

home or understand a new application.

Ask your Intel Product Dealer about these 

notebook options. 

■ Case styles, screen types, pointing 

devices and keyboard sizes 

■ Wireless LAN options

■ Graphics capabilities

■ Hard drive sizes and types

■ Internal memory and removable memory sticks

■ Operating systems and application software

“On average, end users say they are as 
much as 27 percent more productive on the 

wireless LAN versus the wired LAN.”

NOP World Technology, 
“2003 Wireless LAN Benefits Study,” November 2003 

Get your notebook – your way. Today!

Get the notebook options – and level of service and

support you need to stay mobile and productive. Ask

your Intel Product Dealer about which options can give

your growing business a competitive advantage. 


